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Uniden release 4K dash cam with rear camera and 4WD Jump Start Kit
Capture accurate and detailed footage in true 4K
definition while driving long distance or on the daily
commute using Uniden’s iGO Cam 85R.

The latest addition to the Uniden iGO range
includes ultra 4K resolution (3840 x 2160p) and a
Full HD rear-view dash cam, with a 160 degrees
ultra-wide viewing angle, allowing users to capture
incidents 360 degrees around the vehicle in
perfect detail.

The iGO Cam 85R is powered by a supercapacitor, providing a longer lifespan and wider range of operating
temperatures than traditional lithium-ion batteries, making it better suited to harsh Australian conditions. It
also provides enough backup power to ensure any recording in progress is stored safely before shutting the
camera off.
Using the camera’s in-built Wi-Fi, users can instantly upload footage direct to a smart phone via the Uniden
iGO 85R app, allowing incidents to be replayed and shared immediately. GPS Geotagging and impact and
motion detection technology provides accurate and detailed data, while Wide Dynamic Range captures
clearer footage during night and daytime, which can be used as evidence to support an insurance claim or
police investigations.

For additional peace of mind while on the road, the UPP1000 is the latest jump start kit from Uniden providing
portable power and roadside assistance.

Suitable for four-wheel drive petrol and diesel vehicles, the UPP1000 has a large start current (500A) and

peak current (1000A), jump starting petrol engines up to seven litres
and diesel engines up to five litres, multiple times on one charge. It
also includes smart clamp protection ensuring the vehicle’s battery
doesn’t overload when charging.

The jump start kit can also double up as a portable powerbank allowing
users to charge smartphones, tablets and other USB electronic
devices when there’s no access to mains power, using the USB port.
The jump start kit is waterproof with an IP67 rating, allowing users to
charge vehicles safely in wet conditions and a powerful LED flashlight allows users to easily navigate when
visibility is poor or attract attention on the roadside in remote areas.

The Uniden iGO Cam 85R and UPP1000 are essential items to keep in a vehicle when travelling long
distance or to remote areas of Australia.

Uniden iGO Cam 85R RRP $349.95
Available July
Key features:
•

Dual camera / two-channel recording

•

Ultra 4K video resolution 3840x2160p

•

2.4-inch LCD colour screen

•

Impact and motion detection

•

Parking Mode

•

Ultra-wide view 160º

•

GPS Geotagging

•

Large speedo display

•

Speed/red light camera warning

•

HDMI output

•

Wide Dynamic Range images (WDR)

•

Footage lock protection

•

Smartphone app (Uniden iGO)

•

Supercapacitor

Uniden Jump Start Kit UPP1000 RRP $199
Available June
Key features:
•

Smart clamp protection

•

Petrol engines up to 7L

•

Diesel engines up to 5L
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•

10,000mAh

•

Start current: 500A

•

Peak current: 1000A

•

Multiple jump starts on one charge

•

Quick charge USB devices

•

LED flashlight

•

Shockproof

•

Waterproof IP67

Customer enquiries: phone Uniden on 1300 366 895 or visit www.uniden.com.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uniden
Twitter: www.twitter.com/unidenaustralia
Instagram: www.instagram.com/unidenaustralia
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